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Source: Geert Hofstede, 1999, Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, McGraw-Hill, London 

inherited or learned 
    specific to individual 

Personality 

learned 
    specific to group (family, country, company) 

Culture 

Nature 
inherited 
    universal 

                       Three Levels of Programming 



By nature (people) are pretty 
much alike. 

It is their learning and practices 
that distinguish them.                              

               Confucius (552- 479 B.C.)    
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Presentation Notes
 	Confucius“By nature (people) are pretty much alike. It is their learning and practices that distinguish them.”
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                                    Communication Filters 

• Pure communication is impossible 

• We communicate many ways 



A B 

  True/False or Multiple choice, A, B, C, D 

  Goal/Solution Oriented 

  Individualistic 
  Time Driven 

  “I” Centered 

  Direct/Indirect Verbal Styles 

  Low Context 

Source : Adapted and Interpreted from  Robert B. Kaplan “Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural 
Education” in Language Learning 14, (1966): 15 and Terra Cognita – Work Abroad, (1997) 

                      Pragmatic Thought Process    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 	   	Reasoning Styles or Thought Process (if access to video tape and VCR, show examples from Terra Cognita - Work abroad)	Preface this section entire section with a discussion about how the thought process (a.k.a. reasoning style), shows up in a lot of areas in our every day interaction and communication. It shows up in reports, presentations, marketing material, decision making process, product development, ‘turn-around-time’, relationship building (hierarchy, flow of information), trust, school tests and evaluations, sports…. the list can be long. The thought process is the way in which we approach and process information for all of these situations. 	As an expat in a new culture, one of the most important things to learn, is how people in that particular culture process information. You always have to ask yourselves: “How do I present the information in a way in which they process it?”  	Hint:  Show ‘reasoning’ Terra Cognita video clip to make point (if comparing North America and Europe)	Pragmatic Thought Process: Goal is set first, then ways are examined to reach that goal. The emphasis is on the end result . This thought process fosters direct communicators to get from point A to point B without much hesitation. The explicit word is valued = low context. People who operate from a pragmatic thought process tend to dislike interruptions and silence, and are taught to be assessors of information. Pragmatic thought process assumes a high level of ‘trust’, is extremely time driven and is found very often in individualistic cultures.   	If video clip has been shown, ask clients who was operating from a pragmatic thought process? The presenter or the audience?	If video clip was not shown, ask clients where in the world they think such a thought process is dominant. 



Analytical Thought Process (1) 

A B 

Relationships Trust 

Theorize Idealize Evaluate 

  Goal/Process Oriented 

  Individualistic but within group 

  Direct/Indirect Verbal Style 
  Pros and cons 

  “Consensus” Driven 
  “We” centered 
  Low/High Context 

Source : Adapted and Interpreted from  Robert B. Kaplan “Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural 
Education” in Language Learning 14, (1966): 15 and Terra Cognita – Work Abroad, (1997) 
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Presentation Notes
	Analytical Thought Process (1)	Analytical Thought Process: You examine where you have come from, where you are and where you are going – this will determine how you reach the goal – the emphasis is on the process . 	This thought process fosters some direct verbal communicators (i.e Germany, France and Australia), and some indirect verbal communicators (i.e. Iceland, Finland). Do not get from A to B quickly.  People who operate from this type of analytical thought process tends to disrupt the counterpart to get the point across (if direct verbal communicators), or they value silence, if (indirect verbal communicators). Like to be the holder of  information. Analytical thought process assumes a lower level of ‘trust’ in the counterpart, is consensus driven and is found very often in more relationship and group oriented cultures.   	If video clip has been shown, ask participants who was operating from an analytical thought process? The presenter or the audience?	If video clip was not shown, ask clients where in the world they think such a thought process is dominant. 



  Relationship/Process Oriented 

  Collectivistic 

  Direct/Indirect Verbal Style 
  Pros and cons 

  Hierarchical 
 “We” centered 
  High Context 

Analytical Thought Process (2) 

A B 

Relationships Trust 

Theorize Idealize Evaluate 

Source : Adapted and Interpreted from  Robert B. Kaplan “Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural 
Education” in Language Learning 14, (1966): 15 and Terra Cognita – Work Abroad, (1997) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Analytical Thought Process (1)	Analytical Thought Process: You examine where you have come from, where you are and where you are going – this will determine how you reach the goal – the emphasis is on the process . 	This thought process fosters some direct verbal communicators (i.e Germany, France and Australia), and some indirect verbal communicators (i.e. Iceland, Finland). Do not get from A to B quickly.  People who operate from this type of analytical thought process tends to disrupt the counterpart to get the point across (if direct verbal communicators), or they value silence, if (indirect verbal communicators). Like to be the holder of  information. Analytical thought process assumes a lower level of ‘trust’ in the counterpart, is consensus driven and is found very often in more relationship and group oriented cultures.   	If video clip has been shown, ask participants who was operating from an analytical thought process? The presenter or the audience?	If video clip was not shown, ask clients where in the world they think such a thought process is dominant. 



A B 

Relationships Trust Rank - Status 

Processing Time 

Harmony 

Holistic Thought Process (1) 

  Relationship/Group Oriented 

  Collectivistic 
  Indirect Verbal Style 

  Consensus is Key 
  “We” centered 
  High Context 

Source : Adapted and Interpreted from  Robert B. Kaplan “Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural 
Education” in Language Learning 14, (1966): 15 and Terra Cognita – Work Abroad, (1997) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Holistic Thought Process (1)	Hint:  Show ‘relationships’ or ‘communication’ Terra Cognita video clip (if comparing China or Japan with other country).	Holistic Thought Process: Everything is taken into consideration – the background, the process the goal, and other factors such as feelings and emotions. Based on trust among the participants within your own group, or the people you have an established relationship with. This will determine how you reach the goal – the emphasis is on the relationships and the group. 	This thought process fosters indirect verbal communicators (i.e Japan and China). Do not get from A to B quickly.  People who operate from this type of holistic thought process tend to use a lot of silence in the verbal communication, as a way to show respect and process the information. Consensus is key in Japan. The group is the holder of information, but message and decisions often delivered by higher level manager. This type of holistic thought process holds low or no initial trust with people you don’t know. Relationship need to be built before getting in to business. This type of holistic thought process is often found in group oriented cultures. Eastern Asia is very high context, especially Japan. 	If video clip on relationship has been shown, ask participants who was operating from a holistic thought process? The Chinese man or the American business colleague? 	If video clip on verbal communication has been shown, ask participants who was operating from a holistic thought process? The Japanese business men or the American business colleagues? 	If video clip was not shown, ask clients where in the world they think such a thought process is dominant. 



A B 

Relationships Trust 

 Multi-Task 

 Relationship Oriented 
 Direct/Indirect Verbal Style 

 Hierarchical 
 Multiple Relationships 

 High Context 
 Fatalistic 

Holistic Thought Process (2) 

Source : Adapted and Interpreted from  Robert B. Kaplan “Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural 
Education” in Language Learning 14, (1966): 15 and Terra Cognita – Work Abroad, (1997) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Holistic Thought Process (2)		Hint:  Show ‘time’ Terra Cognita video clip on relationships or communication just to make the point, though it does not show specifically Africa, the Middle East or Russia. Preface - if not talking about Brazil – with the fact that this is a tendency in the other regions, but that there are regional differences.	Holistic Thought Process: Everything is taken into consideration – the background, the process the goal, and other factors such as feelings and emotions. Based on strong, long lasting relationships and trust. This will determine how you reach the goal – the emphasis is on the relationships and the group. 	This thought process fosters direct and indirect verbal communicators (i.e Middle East). Do not get from A to B quickly. Multi-tasking is common. People who operate from this type of holistic thought process tend to disrupt the counterpart in the verbal communication, as a way to show respect and process the information. Hierarchical in decision making, yet value consensus. This type of holistic thought process holds low or no initial trust with new encounters. Relationship crucial in order to do business. Saving face is important. Showing of affect and animation is the norm.  Disagreement and open argument common to show point of view. Longer term relationships carry precedence and point to deference/the hierarchy of relationships. This type of holistic thought process is often found in relationship and group oriented cultures. 	(Hint: If video clip on relationship has been shown, ask participants who was operating from a holistic thought process? The Chinese man or the American business colleague? 	If video clip on verbal communication has been shown, ask participants who was operating from a holistic thought process? The Japanese business men or the American business colleagues?)	If video clip was not shown, ask clients where in the world they think such a thought process is dominant.           



Low Scan (Low Context) 

     Words 

Source:  Kazuko Ikeda, Ph.D., Sietar Europa, 2001 

Communication Styles  



       History 

        Future 

       Setting 

     Behavior 

         Words 

   Associates 
Source:  Kazuko Ikeda, Ph.D., Sietar Europa, 2001 

Communication Styles  

High Scan (High Context) 



Over-scanning 

             

Under-scanning 
Source:  Kazuko Ikeda, Ph.D., Sietar Europa, 2001 

Communication Styles  



High Context Cultures 
(information is implicit and  indirect) 

Low Context Cultures 
(information is explicit and direct) 

                               High/Low Context Culture 

Japanese Chinese 
Indian  Russian 

Arab Greek 
Latin American Spanish 

Italian French 
Belgian-French French-Canadian 

English English Canadian 
Australian American 

Scandinavian Belgian-Flemish 

German German-Swiss 

Source : David A. Vicote & Copeland Griggs. International Business Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	High/Low Context Cultures	On a scale of high to low, low context communications hold information in the single message or event and are objective.  High context communications are more subjective and distribute the information in the person.  The meaning of the event is deeply colored by elements including relationships, history, and status.	High context examples: 	Discuss that in some high context cultures silence in the verbal communication is common, like in Japan. The implicit message is in the silence. In languages in high context cultures have a lot more symbols (think of the Japanese and Chinese alphabet). One or two symbols can mean “Man and woman are the owners of this noodle shop.”		Discuss the fact that embellishments and repetition are characteristics in some other high context cultures, especially in the Middle East. Discuss with participants the fact that when interacting with people from this part of the world, it is sometimes appropriate to match this tendency and repeat answers in order to make a clear and sincere response. Embellishments and repetition help provide the historical context which links people together. Longer term relationships carry precedence and point to deference/the hierarchy of relationships. Stories are used to parallel a point in an indirect manner. Examples will be used from which you can derive a meaning.  (i.e., topic, how you met, how to build the business, the relationship of the people involved.) There is also a tendency in returning to starting point in conversation - the more history you have the more information will be included. 		Circuitous verbal style is common especially in Russia. Interruptions in conversations the norm and strong personal opinions frequent and valued. There us a tendency toward introverted manner in Central Russia or Siberia.  Southern Russia, Ukraine and Black Sea Area tendency toward expressions of feelings and emotions.  	High context cultures can also have the implicit message within a lot of words, like in Greece, Argentina or Spain. The implicit message exists within a lot of words. It can also be illustrated via gestures and facial expressions.  “A simple gesture moving your hand from under your chin in Argentina means ‘I don’t know’ “, Put Your Best Foot Forward South America, Bosrock, 1997. 	Low context examples:	In most low context cultures body language (lifting the shoulders, or holding one hand palm facing toward the ceiling, is almost always accompanied by saying the words “I don’t know.” Discuss that in most low context cultures the spoken and written word is everything. Discuss that in English speaking low context cultures there are expressions like “Can you elaborate on that?”, or, “What part of ‘no’ didn’t you understand?”, or, in written format, “Caution, contents hot” on top of your plastic coffee mug.  	There are also a tendency in Scandinavian countries to ‘put words on everything’ or ‘thinking aloud’– i.e. “Well I really think it’s about time to take out the trash”, “Finally, we are on vacation!!” or “I’m so sweaty”. :-O	Joke aside, this also occurs in Minnesota, USA that has a strong Northern European influence.		Discuss that the further countries are apart on the scale, the more challenging is communication. Language reflects and interprets culture. The agreed upon structure, vocabulary and meanings of written or oral communication impact exchanges.  Context provides important clues to how information is shared. 



High Context by Profession 

Low Context by Profession 

                      High/Low Context Professions 

Human Resources 

Marketing/Sales Management 

Manufacturing Products Research and Development 
Technical Informational Systems 

Engineers 
Finance 

Source : O’Hara-Devereaux & Robert Johansen, 1994, Globalworks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	High/Low Context by Profession This chart reflects the context of certainprofessions.  It is important to note that these are generalizations and may not be totally reflective of an individual style or preference. 	Discuss with participants if the training they had in college, university and/or higher education is a different focus than what they now work with. Ask if they have had one profession in the past that is very different from the current position. Discuss how this may help in communicating across different professional barriers, as well as enhancing communication between cultures with high and low context.       Ask participants what may happen when a high context person meets a low context person (you can refer to the comparison of countries, or if participants find it easier, by profession).  



                Culture Shock: What is it?      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source:Survival Kit for Overseas Living, Robert Kohls 

•Being cut off from cultural cues and known 
patterns with which you are familiar 

•Living and working over an extended period of  
time in a situation that is ambiguous 

•Having your own values brought into question 

•Continually being expected to function at  
maximum skill-speed-where rules are unclear 



Cultural Adaptation Cycle  
For a Two Year Assignment 

Level of
Feeling

Months

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

(Normal Level)

*   The broken line indicates the ext reme sever it y with which culture shock may at tack.

Source:  Survival Kit  For  Overseas Lving, L. Rober t  Kohls

Productivity                              65%                          85%                 100% 65% 85% 100% 



                Stages of Cultural Adaptation      

•Stage One: Initial Euphoria/The Honeymoon 
•Arrive with great expectations and positive mind set 
•Anything new is intriguing, fascinating and exciting 

•Focus on similarities and how people everywhere are     
 really very much alike 

May Last from a week or two to a month or more 

Stage Two: Irritation and Hostility 
•Focus turns from similarities to the differences which 

are suddenly everywhere 
•Become easily frustrated by the differences  

•Often feel inadequate and unproductive 
•Little difficulties become major sources of  

irriation 
•Experience culture shock as the reality of the  

new life hits 



 Stages of Cultural Adaptation - continued      

Stage three: Gradual Adjustment 
•Has adopted some of the local values and feels less  

isolated 
•Finds increased self confidence 

•Becomes integrated into a new social network 
•Happens subtly and gradually 

•Crisis is over and slowly learn to function under new  
conditions 

Stage Four: Adaptation or Biculturalism 
•Increased enjoyment found in new customs and ways     

 of doing/saying things 
•Ability to function in two cultures with confidence 

•Life may be just as good or even better than before 
Realization that there will be things you will miss when 

you pack up and return home - anticipate reality of  
reverse culture shock! 



      Progressive Stages of Culture Shock      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Homesickness
• Boredom
• Withdrawal
• Need for sleep
• Compulsive eating/drinking
• Anger
• Irritability
• Exaggerated cleanliness

• Marital stress
• Family tension and conflict
• Chauvinistic excesses
• Stereotyping host nationals
• Hostility toward host nationals
• Loss of ability to work effectively
• Unexplainable fits of weeping
• Physical ailments

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dreamstime.com/sad-depressed-man-eps-thumb8764277.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photography-sad-depressed-man-eps-image8764277&usg=__cmXDm8i7kp6_iGVQFuVWVV2sW-U=&h=280&w=300&sz=19&hl=en&start=165&sig2=D6PX0aWBUS1UWYwLrLIuqA&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=XujOOlWELkTqEM:&tbnh=108&tbnw=116&prev=/images%3Fq%3Ddepressed%2Bdrawings%26start%3D160%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26rls%3Dcom.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox%26rlz%3D1I7GFRD_en%26ndsp%3D20%26tbs%3Disch:1&ei=yXPQS7qdApPgNdXLvLkP


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Culture Adaptation Check List      

 Participation is the key

 Exercise to maintain physical and mental
         well-being

 Learn the host country language

 Establish new support systems with both expatriate
         and local nationals

 Relax your grip on home culture

 Set priorities on your time

 Blend your own cultural traditions with the new

 Keep a journal

 Maintain your sense of humor

 Have faith in yourself
 Experiment, expand, explore

Source:  Compiled by Window on the Wor ld, Inc. 





                              In Britain, you can do it  
                              provided it’s not forbidden. 
 
 
              In Germany, you can do it   
              if it’s allowed. 
 
                                
                                In France and Italy, you can do it     
                                even if it’s forbidden. 

Operating Internationally – Some guidelines 



    In Russia, you can’t do it  
    even if it’s allowed. 
 
                         In Switzerland, if it isn’t forbidden, 
                         it’s compulsory. 
 
In the USA you can’t tell whether  
it’s forbidden, allowed or compulsory  
unless a lawyer interprets the fine print for you. 

     
                             GOOD LUCK! 

Operating Internationally – Some guidelines 



   For further information on how we can 
support you in “Doing Global Business”, 
please: 

• email: pps@athenagroupintl.com 

• speak directly to Pamela Pappas Stanoch: 
1-612-730-3971 

• or visit our website at 

   www.athenagroupintl.com 

                                        Future Challenges 
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